12-14 October 2022
Sophia-Antipolis, France
A business discovery mission into the French Côte d’Azur smart mobility & vehicle ecosystem

Discover the Sophia Antipolis technopole
Learn about the smart mobility & vehicle ecosystem of Côte d’Azur
Visit major players of the smart mobility & vehicle ecosystem (the full programme is being built)
Attend the SCS Smart Mobility Market Day and update your knowledge on fresh trends of the Smart Mobility market
Attend individual B2B meetings with major players of Smart Mobility
Watch demonstrations of innovative usecases

Member of a cluster? Get 450€ to finance your venue – thanks to EXCITE XCHANGE
Forecast agenda

09:00 – 10:30
Welcome
SCS and EXCITE consortium
Explore new markets taking part to business missions
in European ecosystems

10:30 – 11:10
Mobility innovation in Côte d’Azur
CASAS, Stéphanie Morales
The Sophia-Antipolis technopole
CASAS dir. Territoire, Sylvie Ponthus
Lessons learnt from autonomous bus experimental project
Smart Vehicle Cluster 06
The smart vehicle and mobility ecosystem in Côte d’Azur

11:10 – 12:00
Core innovative mobility players
HITACHI, Anthony Ohazulike
Smart vehicles innovation activities
Benomad, Stéfane Maynard
Usecase – GPS navigation for electromobility
Moabi, Jean-Michel Brossard
Usecase – Cybersecurity of the connected car

12:00 – 14:00
Networking lunch
& demonstration of Epicnpoc cockpit simulator

14:00 – 18:00
Ecosystem visits
SAP Labs
Visit of SAP Labs, presentation of e-mobility solutions
IMREDD (Nice)
Test of autonomous shuttle &
Visit of IMREDD and mobility research activities

18:00 – 19:30
Cocktail at IMREDD
New digital technologies enable clean, smart and safe mobility. Breathing clean air in a city, moving around easily, and being constantly safe is not a privilege. SCS brings together the leaders, technology providers and ideas that are fuelling the new mobility revolution, which is about to transform every territory in Europe. The event consists of a day of inspiring conferences, demonstrations and B2B meetings.

Forecast Agenda

09:00 – 12:30  
**Inspiring conferences**

**New Mobilities & Multimodality**

**Amadeus**

- Amadeus, the mobility beyond air
- Instant System: MaaS: a new digital tool for new shared mobilities
- Amazon Web Services: Data for decision-making on new mobility market
- Renault SW Labs: MOBILIZE, beyond Automotive, a new business perspective for Renault Group

**Mobility & Environment**

- Amadeus: How Amadeus links sustainability and mobility?
- SAP Labs: Towards 100% Electric vehicles in 2022: feedback and challenges

12:30 – 14:00  
**Networking Lunch**

14:00 – 16:30  
**B2B meetings**

Amadeus premises
Auditorium Mistral
485 Route du Pin Montard,
06902 Sophia-Antipolis, France

Free for SCS cluster partners and their members thanks to

(Entrée fee value = 360 €)
Innovative usecases & R&D projects – 14/10/2022

Forecast Agenda

09:00 – 11:00

**Smart vehicle research works and collaborations - Inria**
- Inria: Presentation of Inria and Autonomous car Research activities
- UCA: Machine learning in virtual environment for autonomous car - MultiTrans project
- UCA-Instant System – Optimisation of the user’s urban mobility
- Imredd: Presentation of the Territories & Autonomous Shuttles Chair

13:30-15:30

**Successful collaborations – Village by CA**
- Welcome and presentation of Village by CA accelerator
- Wever & Crédit Agricole: Collaborative user-centric mobility planning
- Trucksme & AgilAuto: The future of professional car renting

2004 Rte des Lucioles, 06902 Sophia-Antipolis, France
In collaboration with
Sophia Antipolis at a glance…

- 2,500 Companies
- 40,000 Jobs
- 4,500 Researchers
- 5,500 Students
- 50 ans ‘Innovation and R&D’
- 1.4 Mm² built-up areas
- 2,400 hectares made up of 86% green spaces
- 200 foreign-owned companies
Sophia-Antipolis smart mobility & vehicle ecosystem

Learn more!
The SCS Cluster brings together an ecosystem of more than 300 industrial players, large groups, SMEs and startups, research laboratories and leading universities in their fields. As a catalyst for innovation, SCS supports its digital ecosystem in the development, financing and sales of innovative products and services.
Over 310 members

of which...

- SMEs: 70%
- Mid-caps: 10%
- Academics: 5%
- Others: 15%

Our offices

- Sophia Antipolis
- Rousset
SOPHIA ANTIPOLIS is waiting for you!
Practical information for visitors

➢ The events of the full missions are free of charge.
➢ Travel costs (transport, hotel, catering) are at the charge of the visiting organisation, for your venue and during the 3-day mission.
➢ You get a 450€ lump-sum to compensate your travel costs.

Conditions
❑ Your organisation is a member of a European (non-french) cluster
❑ You attend the 3 full days of the Mission
❑ The mission is limited to maximum 10 participants

How to come to Sophia-Antipolis?

Nice Airport – NCE
(Aéroport Nice Côte d'Azur)

Antibes train station
Interested to visit us?

Reach your contact point in your cluster:

Or contact the organiser:
Clémence CASTELL
✉ clemence.castell@pole-scs.org

Deadline for registration:
26 Septembre 2022

http://www.pole-scs.org